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Abstract 

Vacuum cleaner motors work at a relatively high rpm, which produces 
blade passing tones at high frequencies. In this report a honeycomb-liner 

type silencer for vacuum cleaners has been investigated. The main 
purpose of the silencer is to attenuate the first order blade passing tone, 

at approximately 7066 Hz. No modifications have been done to the 

motor. With insertion loss (IL) an average attenuation of between 3-8 dB 
was achieved. To confirm the results sound power measurements were 

done, but the IL-measurement results could not be verified by them. The 
report includes an analytical (COMSOL Multiphysics) as well as an 

experimental investigation. This thesis has been done in cooperation with 
KTH (Marcus Wallenberg laboratory for sound and vibration research), 

Müller-BBM Scandinavia and Electrolux Small Appliances. 

  



Sammanfattning 

Damsugarmotorer arbetar vid ett relativt högt varvtal som ger upphov till 
en bladpassageton med hög frekvens. I denna rapport har ljuddämpare 

av ”honeycomb-liner” typ för damsugare undersökt. Det huvudsakliga 
syftet med ljuddämparen är att dämpa bladpassagetonen vid 7066 Hz. 

Inga modifikationer har gjorts på fläkten. Vid mätningar av 
insatsdämpningen (IL) kunde en genomsnittsdämpning på ca 3-8 dB 

påvisas. För att verifiera resultaten gjordes även ljudeffektmätning men 
verifieringen uteblev. Rapporten innehåller en analytisk (COMSOL 

Multyphysics) såväl som experimentell metod. Detta examensarbete har 
gjorts i samarbete med KTH (Marcus Wallenberg-laboratoriet för ljud och 

vibrationsforskning), Müller-BBM Scandinavia och Electrolux Small 
Appliances.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and purpose 

The first electrical vacuum cleaner was built in 1903. It had a filter made of fabric, 

was so large that it had to be carried by horse and wagon and had a hose that was 25 

meters long. It was so loud, the company that built it got sued several times.  

A man called Eberhardt Seger built the first portable vacuum cleaner, designed for 

domestic use, in Sweden. He started cooperating with a company called AB Lux 

which later, after a merger with Elektromekaniska AB, became Electrolux 

(Thelander, 2002). Ever since Electrolux has been one of the world’s leading 

companies in construction of vacuum cleaners, amongst other appliances. 

Beside the cleaning performance, sound quality is one of the most important things to 

consider when designing a vacuum cleaner. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the 

possibility to design a silencer that is applicable for different types of vacuum 

cleaners. The primary noise source of interest is the blade passing tone which is 

approximately 7066 Hz. The test object is an Electrolux Ultra Silencer ZUSG 3901 

(See Error! Reference source not found.). Its current sound level is 68 dB(A) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Electrolux ultra silencer ZUSG 3901 the test subject. Current sound level 68dB (A) 
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1.2 Motor/fan 

The motor that is used in the above mentioned machine is however not the one that 

will be used in this thesis. The subject motor will be the compact-motor from Domel. 

This motor is smaller but works with higher input power and at a higher rotational 

speed. The blade passing tone is heard more clearly in this motor. (see Error! 

Reference source not found.). See Error! Reference source not found. for motor 

performance 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2: Vacuum cleaner motor 463.3.402-12 from Domel with a 9 blade fan. 
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Table 1: Test results on a Domel motor used in this thesis 
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1.3 Problem Formulation 

In a vacuum cleaner there are several different noise sources; flow generated noise, the 

engine noise and blade passing tone. This noise is often generated by the fan diffuser 

interaction. Forces on the fan blades generate a time varying force on the surrounding 

fluid and creates a noise source of dipole type. The blade passing frequency (BPF) is 

the rotational speed × the number of fan blades [Hz]. The noise consists of a broad 

band part, corresponding to the turbulence in the flow field around the blades, and a 

periodic part consisting of the harmonic multiples of the rotational speed (H. Bodén, 

2001). Due to the fact that the fan is small it has to have a high rotational speed which 

then generates a relatively high blade passing tone, in this case approximately 7066 Hz 

The perceived sound is not always consistent with the measured sound pressure level 

(SPL). How humans perceive sound depends among other things on the frequency. 

Error! Reference source not found. shows how tones with different frequencies are 

perceived equal even though they have different SPL. Although the blade passing tone 

of this motor isn’t the dominating source of noise, it can be very annoying because of 

the actual frequency and the fact that a constant broadband sound is not perceived as 

annoying as a tone. 

 

 

Figure 3: Isophon curves. Along a curve, the hearing level is constant but the Sound Pressure 

Level is different. This means that for example 50 Hz and 1 kHz have the same hearing level 

on the 60 phon curve, but their SPL is different: 80 dB and 60 dB, respectively (H. Bodén, 

2001) 
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1.4 Delimitations 

Although the best way to deal with noise problems is to attenuate them at the source, 

this approach will not be used in this thesis. The reason is that Electrolux buys the 

motors for their vacuum cleaners off the shelf, and do not work on modifications to 

the fan. 

As previously mentioned, there are several different sources of noise in a vacuum 

cleaner, but the only source investigated and the primary source to attenuate will be 

the blade passing tone of the fan.   
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2 Theory 

2.1 Silencers 

The first silencer to be patented was a car muffler invented by Milton and Marshall 

Reeves of the Reeves pulley Company on May 11th 1897. It was made of concentric 

shells with different diameters with an inlet for the smallest diameter and an outlet 

for the largest. The exhaust gases passed through perforations in the shells (See 

Error! Reference source not found.) (Reeves & Reeves, 1897) 

 

Figure 4: The first patented silencer by Milton and Marshall Reeves. Acoustic energy 

dissipated as the exhaust gases passed throu different layers of perforated shells 
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A lot has happened since then. Silencers were developed for other applications and 

areas, such as in the weapons industry, where the first firearm silencer was patented 2 

July 1941 by Hamilton Maxim. But still many mufflers are based on the same 

principal as the Reeves muffler. 

Silencers are usually divided into 2 main types; Dissipative and reactive. These will 

be discussed closer in the next section. Many silencers are combinations of these two 

types. There is a third type, active silencers, which will not be discussed here at all. 

 

2.1.1 Impedance 

The acoustic impedance is a measure of the amount by which the motion induced by 

a pressure applied to a surface is impeded. It’s defined as the ratio between the 

acoustic pressure and the normal particle velocity 

𝑍 =
𝑃

𝑢
   (1) 

and the unit is rayl=kg/(𝑚2𝑠). Usually the normalized dimensionless impedance is 

used 

𝑧 =
𝑍

𝜌𝑐
=

1

𝜌𝑐

𝑃

𝑢
= 𝜃 + 𝑖𝜒  (2) 

Here ρ is the density of the fluid, c is the velocity of sound in the fluid, θ is the 

resistance (real part) and χ is the reactance (imaginary part). Both θ and χ are real 

numbers (Elnady, 2004) 

 

2.1.2 Resistive mufflers 

There are many ways to achieve sound absorption. Which one to use depends on 

many factors, such as the place (a room, a vehicle, a duct), what kind of source it is 

(tire-road interaction, turbo generated sound, flow generated) and frequency range 

(broad band or a tone). The main types silencers usually used are resistive and 

reactive (reflective) silencers/mufflers. 

The resistive silencers convert acoustic energy to heat. This is done by using porous 

absorbents, e.g. mineral wool or glass fibre. The fibres are stacked in random 

direction creating small channels or pores. Due to viscous friction forces arising 

when sound propagates in the pores, dissipative losses are achieved. The higher the 

particle velocity is, the higher the viscous friction forces will be. Therefore, the 

silencer should be constructed so that maximum particle velocity is obtained in the 

porous absorbent (H. Bodén, 2001) 
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2.1.3 Reactive mufflers 

When the geometry of a pipe or channel of some kind suddenly changes or there is a 

discontinuity, for a propagating sound wave, this is a change in impedance. This 

change in impedance causes some of the incident waves to be reflected and the 

downstream transmitted sound waves are reduced (H. Bodén, 2001). This is the 

property used in reactive silencers. 

There are two commonly used types of reactive silencers; side branches and 

expansion chambers. These are used when the noise consists of discrete tones. Since 

the expansion chamber is used in transmission lines with an inlet and an outlet, they 

are not considered to be suitable for vacuum cleaners and will therefore not be 

discussed here.   

 

2.1.4 Side branches 

A very common type of reactive silencers is side branches. These change the 

impedance of the duct in which the acoustic waves are propagating and there by 

reflect some of the incident waves back towards the source (Wang, 2011) 

 

2.1.4.1 Quarter wave resonator 

The quarter wave resonator is the simplest type of side branch, see Error! Reference 

source not found.. It consists of a pipe with constant cross sectional area and a hard 

end. The hard end of the resonator equals to the boundary condition 

𝒖s(𝐿) = 0   (3) 

The acoustic pressure and particle velocity in the side pipe is given by 

𝐏𝑠 = 𝐏⏞s

+
e−ikx + 𝐏⏞s

−
eikx  (4) 

    

𝐮s,1 =
(𝐏⏞s

+
e−kx+𝐏⏞s

−
ekx)

ρc
  (5) 

Here plane wave propagation is assumed. The boundary condition (3) together with 

(4) and (5) gives 

𝐏⏞s

+
= 𝐏⏞s

−
e2ikl   (6) 

The expression of the impedance is given by 

𝒁 =
𝑷

𝒖
   (7) 

This can be used to derive the in impedance of the quarter wave resonator which is 

𝒁s = −𝑖𝜌0𝑐 cot(𝑘𝑙)  (8) 
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Maximum attenuation is obtained when 

𝒁s = 0     (9) 

𝑘𝑙 =
𝑛𝜋

2
, 𝑛 = 1, 3, 5 ….  (10) 

𝑘 = 𝜔/𝑐   (11) 

This means that the resonator length corresponds to odd multiples of a quarter of the 

wave length, thereof the name. In order for the plane wave theory to be valid, the 

dimensions of the inlet/outlet must be sufficiently smaller than the wave length. (H. 

Bodén, 2001) 

The advantage of quarter wave resonators is that in the high frequency region they 

become very small. This makes it possible to use several resonators to attenuate 

several frequencies. The downside, from this thesis point of view, is that the quarter 

wave resonator needs a pipe/duct, to be attached to.  

 

 

Figure 5: a quarter wave resonator mounted on a duct 
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2.1.5 Helmholtz Resonator 

Another widely used type of side branch silencer is the Helmholtz resonator (HR). 

This is the acoustic counterpart to the mechanical mass-spring system. It consists of 

an enclosed cavity which is connected to a pipe. The air in the cavity corresponds to 

a spring and the air in the “neck” to a mass (Error! Reference source not found.) 

 

Figure 6: Schematic view of the Helmholtz Resonator 

 

If the wave length of the propagating wave is large in comparison with the diameter 

of the cavity and the neck, the HR can be approximated by a lumped system, in 

which either the pressure or the particle velocity is constant. This means that the 

pressure is the same in the whole cavity and only time dependent, for wave lengths 

much larger than the largest dimension of the resonator cavity.  

Assuming that there is no thermal conductivity during the acoustic compression of 

the gas V inside the cavity, the adiabatic version of the ideal gas law is equal to  

(𝒑𝟎 + 𝒑𝑽)𝑽𝜸 = 𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒏𝒕  (12) 

Where 𝑝𝑉 is the acoustic pressure. Derivation of (12) gives 

𝑉𝛾 𝛿𝑝𝑉

𝛿𝑡
+ (𝑝0 + 𝑝𝑣)𝛾𝑉𝛾−1𝛿𝑉 = 0 (13) 

This can, for small disturbances, be written 

𝛿𝑝𝑉

𝛿𝑡
= −

𝑐2𝜌0

𝑉0

𝛿𝑉

𝛿𝑡
   (14) 

where 

𝑐 = √𝛾𝑝0
𝜌0

⁄    (15) 

The air in the “neck” will differently from the air inside the cavity, oscillate up and 

down as a rigid plug, due to the open end of the neck. The mass of the air column is 

given by 
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𝑆𝑠𝜌0𝐿   (16) 

𝑆𝑠 = 𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑘 

Now the equation of motion can be written 

𝑆𝑠(𝑝𝑠 − 𝑝𝑉) = 𝑆𝑠𝜌0𝐿
𝛿𝑢𝑠

𝛿𝑡
  (17) 

The compression/decompression of the gas mass inside the cavity is caused by the 

motion of the air plug in the neck. This leads to the condition between the cavity and 

the neck 

𝛿𝑉

𝛿𝑡
= −𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑠   (18) 

 (14) and (17) can, with the condition (16), be written as harmonically time varying  

𝑖𝜔𝑷𝑉 = 𝜌0𝑐2𝑆𝑠𝒖𝑠 𝑉0⁄   (19) 

 𝑷𝑠 − 𝑷𝑉 = 𝑖𝜔𝜌0𝐿𝒖𝑠  (20) 

(19) in (20) gives the specific impedance of the Helmholtz Resonator 

𝐙𝑠 =
𝑖𝜔𝜌0𝐿+𝜌0𝑐2𝑆𝑠

𝑖𝜔𝑉0
   (21) 

 And maximum attenuation is achieved when  

𝒁s = 0   (22) 

i.e. 

𝑓𝑟 =
𝑐

2𝜋
√

𝑆𝑠

𝐿𝑉0
   (23) 

(H. Bodén, 2001) 
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2.1.6 Honeycomb liner 

A honeycomb liner is a type of sound absorber widely used in the aerospace industry. 

It is a sandwich construction with a solid back sheet on which a honeycomb-like 

cavity is placed. The cavity is enclosed by a perforated face-sheet. The cavities 

together with the perforate act as an array of Helmholtz resonators, analogous to the 

ones discussed earlier. The liner is a locally reacting, single degree-of-freedom 

system. Locally reacting does not allow sound propagation inside the liner, parallel to 

the liner (Elnady, 2004). This is the sound absorber chosen for this thesis and the 

reasons are several. In a vacuum cleaner of canister type there do not, normally, exist 

any pipes to which one can attach a side branch silencer. Since the liner type 

silencers could be made thin and attached to walls, with no extra pipes or other 

attachments needed, it’s easier to fit them into a vacuum cleaner, where the space is 

limited. It’s also possible to create broadband attenuation with liners, to some extent. 

Furthermore the liner is expected to affect the flow less than a side branch. One 

disadvantage of this kind of liners is that, under the right circumstances, a tone 

(“whistling”) can arise.  

As earlier mentioned the normalized impedance can be written 𝜃 + 𝑖𝜒. The resistance 

part is the physical damping of the pressure fluctuations in the porous resistive 

structure of the face sheet. As the sound waves propagate along the liner face-sheet, 

air moves through the perforation. Rapid alternating motion of the air inside the holes 

dissipates sound energy. (Elnady, 2004) 

The reactance of the liner is dependent on the mass reactance and the cavity 

reactance. Since the cavity acts like a Helmholtz resonator, the reactance of it, is 

determined by the mass in the neck (hole thickness) and the cavity volume (the 

volume in the honeycomb cells). This means that the cavity reactance determines the 

resonance frequency of the Helmholtz resonator, and thereby the frequency at which 

maximum sound attenuation is obtained. (Elnady, 2004).  

There are several parameters that affect the liner impedance. Some have to do with 

the liner geometry i.e. the hole diameter, face-sheet porosity (open area ratio) and 

thickness, cavity depth (determines the mass of the cavity) and the hole discharge 

coefficient. Others have to do with the surrounding condition such as incident sound 

pressure level, temperature and the fluid properties like; density, kinematic viscosity 

and speed of sound. Furthermore may be mentioned that the liner impedance is 

frequency dependent. (Elnady, 2004) 

There are several models for describing the impedance of a perforate liner and they 

are all empirical models based on experimental data. The one chosen for this thesis is 

T. Elnadys model (Elnady, 2004) 

𝜃 = 𝑅𝑒 {
𝑗𝑘

𝜎𝐶𝐷
[

𝑡

𝐹(𝜇´)
+

𝛿𝑟𝑒

𝐹(𝜇)
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡]} + (

1 − 𝜎2

𝜎2𝐶𝐷
2 )

1

2𝑐
|𝑢𝑛| +

1

𝜎
[1 −

2𝐽1(𝑘𝑑)

𝑘𝑑
] 

+
0.5

𝜎
𝑀𝑔 +

1.15

𝜎𝐶𝐷
𝑀𝑏                     (24) 
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𝜒 = 𝐼𝑚 {
𝑗𝑘

𝜎𝐶𝐷
[

𝑡

𝐹(𝜇´)
+

0.5𝑑

𝐹(𝜇)
𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡]} + (

1−𝜎2

𝜎2𝐶𝐷
2)

1

2𝑐

|𝑢𝑛|

3
−

0.3

𝜎
𝑀𝑔 − cot (𝑘ℎ)      (25)  

 

where t is the orifice thickness, d is the orifice diameter, σ is the porosity, h is the 

cavity depth, k is the wave number ω/c and c is the speed of sound, 𝑪𝑫 is the orifice 

discharge coefficient, J is the Bessel function, ρ is the fluid density, μ is the adiabatic 

dynamic viscosity, μ´ = 2.179μ is the dynamic viscosity close to a highly conducting 

wall, 𝑴𝒈 is the mean flow Mach number grazing to the liner surface, 𝑴𝒃 is the bias 

flow Mach number inside the holes of the perforate and |𝒖𝒏| is the acoustic particle 

velocity incident to liner. The rest of the parameters are defined as follows 

𝐾 = √
−𝑗𝜔

𝜐
   (25) 

𝐾´ = √
−𝑗𝜔

𝜐´
   (26) 

𝜐 =
𝜇

𝜌
    (27) 

𝜐´ =
𝜇´

𝜌
   (28) 

𝐹(𝜇) = 1 −
4𝐽1(𝐾𝑑/2)

𝐾𝑑∙𝐽0(𝐾𝑑/2)
  (29) 

𝐹(𝜇´) = 1 −
4𝐽1(𝐾´𝑑/2)

𝐾´𝑑∙𝐽0(𝐾´𝑑/2)
  (30) 

𝛿𝑟𝑒 = 0.2𝑑 + 200𝑑2 + 16000𝑑3 (31) 

|𝑢𝑛| =
|𝑃|

𝜌𝑐√𝜃2+𝜒2
   (32) 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 1 − 1.47√𝜎 + 0.47√𝜎3  (33) 

where K is the viscous Stokes wave number, 𝜐 is the kinematic viscosity coefficient,  

𝛿𝑟𝑒 is the end correction (d in m), |𝑢𝑛| is the acoustic particle velocity, 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 is a factor 

for the interaction between adjacent orifices. (Elnady, 2004) 

The terms in the resistance correspond, in turn, to viscous losses inside the holes, 

nonlinear terms due to vortex shedding at high acoustic particle velocities, radiation 

resistance to the vibrating pillar of air inside the orifice, grazing flow term and bias 

flow term. The reactance consists of four terms; the mass reactance, the cavity 

reactance and two terms to account for the loss of the reactive end correction due to 

grazing flow and vortex shedding nonlinearities (Wang, 2011). Since it is assumed 

that there exists no, or very small amount of bias flow, 
1.15

𝜎𝐶𝐷
𝑀𝑏 term in expression 

(24) will be neglected. Also the nonlinear terms 

(
1 − 𝜎2

𝜎2𝐶𝐷
2 )

1

2𝑐
|𝑢𝑛| 
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and 

(
1 − 𝜎2

𝜎2𝐶𝐷
2 )

1

2𝑐

|𝑢𝑛|

3
 

will be neglected, due to the fact that they are small in comparison with the other 

terms. 

One important thing to remember is that this impedance model only takes the depth 

of the cavities in to consideration. The cavity cross-section area is also important. As 

a rule of thumb the dimensions of the cavity should be 1/3-1/4 of the wave length.  
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3 Analysis 

3.1 Computer 

The computer used for this analysis was a HP EliteBook 6930p. It had a Intel(R) 

Core(TM)2 Duo 2.53 GHz CPU with 4.00 GB RAM and a 32-bit OS 

 

3.2 Matlab 

Before starting the analysis with COMSOL Multiphysics, a Matlab code     

(Appendix A) was used to obtain the correct variables of the liner geometry, in order 

to have maximum attenuation at the frequency of interest, 7066 Hz. The impedance 

model used here is T. Elnadys (Elnady, 2004). Because of the fact that the tools that 

are used to build the prototype has a precision of 0.1- 0.2 mm, the variables chosen in 

Matlab led to maximum attenuation not being at exactly 7066 Hz 

 

3.3 COMSOL Multi-physics 

The analysis software used for this task is COMSOL Multi-physics version 4.3a. The 

model was build and analyzed in the Acoustic Pressure Module, frequency domain. 

 

3.3.1 The geometry 

The aim was to build a simplified model of the vacuum cleaner in order for the 

analysis not to be so time consuming, but still being comparable with the real 

machine. It was built by drawing in 2D and extruding it into 3D.  The model consists 

of a box with a square outlet, on one side. Inside the box, a cylinder was placed 

simulating the motor cover with an outlet on the opposite side of the box outlet. Here 

the “air” is modelled so there are no thicknesses (i.e. thickness of the walls). See 

figure 7 for geometry made in COMSOL and figure 9 and 10 for dimensions (made 

in CAD)  
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Figure 7:The model in COMSOL with the box containing the cylinder. The air is sucked in 

by the motor inside the cylinder through the hole on the top. Then the air travels through the 

cylinder, out into the box and finally out through the box outlet. Also the liners are visible 

here, as two thin boundaries by the side walls. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Exploded view of the box, cylinder and the motor in place.  
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Figure 9: Dimensions of the box.  

 

 

 

Figure 10: The (inner) dimensions of the cylinder 

 

3.3.2 The studies 

There were two studies chosen, one with liner and one without, at the frequency of 

interest. Besides these there were also 2 studies to investigate the liners effect on 

adjacent frequencies in the range 6566-7566 Hz. 
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3.3.3 Definitions and variables 

The parameters and the variables used are defined as follows 

 

Table 2: Defining the parameters that are used in the study under the Global Definitions 

node and Parameters. Since the Mach number in the model is much smaller than 0.1 the 

convective effect or mean flow has very small effect on sound propagation and can be 

neglected (Wang, 2011) 

Parameters 

Name  Expression Description 

ro 1.2 kg/m^3 Density of air 

c 343 m/s Speed of sound 

p 0.32916 Porosity 

Cd 0.8 Orifice 

dischargecoefficient 

t 0.002 m Plate thickness 

d 0.012 Orifice diameter 

l 0.007 Cavity dept 

Mg 0 Grazing flow 

f 7066 Hz Frequency of 

interest 

k 2*pi*f/c Wave number 

K sqrt(-j*2*pi*f/1.5e-5) Defined earlier 

under “honeycomb 

liner”  

fint 1-

1.47*sqrt(p)+0.47*sqrt(p^3) 

Defined earlier 

under “honeycomb 

liner” 

dre 0.2*d+200*d^2+16000*d^3 Defined earlier 

under “honeycomb 

liner” 
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Table 3: Definition of the variables that are used in the study, under the Global Definitions 

node and Variables. These describe the expression of the liner impedance (eq (24) and (25)). 

Notice that in the theory, the normalized impedance was used, here Imp is multiplied by the 

density and speed of air.  

Variables  

Name  Expression Description 

F 1-4*besselj(1,K*d/2)/besselj(0,K*d/2)/K/d 𝐹(𝜇) defined 

in eq (29) 

Fp 1-

4*besselj(1,K*d/2/sqrt(2.179))/besselj(0,K*d/2/sqr

t(2.179))/K/d*sqrt(2.179) 

𝐹(𝜇´) defined 

in eq (30) 

AE real(j*2*pi*f/343/p/Cd*(t/Fp+dre*fint/F))+1/p*(1-

2*besselj(1,2*pi*f/343*d)/2/pi/f/d*343) 

θ defined in 

eq (24) 

Re-part of 

impedance 

CE imag(j*2*pi*f/343/p/Cd*(t/Fp+0.5*d*fint/F)) χ defined in 

eq (25) 

Im-part of 

impedance 

Imp ((AE+0.5*Mg/p)+CE-cot(k*h)-0.3*Mg/p)*(ro*c) Complex 

impedance 

 

The porosity can be calculated in two ways, either as the ratio of the open area to the 

whole surface area or the ratio of a single perforated area to the effective area. For a 

single hole it is the ratio between the orifice area to the cavity area (Elnady, 2004). 

Since this prototype has only one single hole over each cavity area, the porosity was 

calculated as  

𝜋 ∙ 𝑟2

(
3√3

2 𝑎2)

 

 

 Here r is the orifice radius and a is the side length of a regular hexagon. 

T. Elnady (Elnady, 2004) presented numerical values of the orifice discharge 

coefficient as a function of orifice thickness and diameter. From those values an 

interpolation and a extrapolation was done for the cases plate thickness between 0.5- 

2.5 mm and orifice diameter 0.6-5.0 mm. From these results, it can be concluded that 

the orifice discharge coefficient should be around 0.8, and since this is a comparative 

experiment, it was chosen to be 0.8. 
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3.3.4 Averaging over the outlet 

In order to get the IL (Insertion Loss), an averaging of the SPL (Sound Pressure 

Level) was made over the outlet, without and with liners. Although IL is obtained by 

measuring the SPL at the (one) same point, here an average of the whole outlet was 

calculated. Since this is a comparison between the two cases (with/without liner), this 

should not matter. The averaging was done by, on the model builder, clicking Model 

1, right-clicking “Definitions” and choosing “average” under “Model Couplings”. 

Then right-clicking Derived values under Results and choosing Global evaluation. 

 

3.3.5 Materials 

Under the Materials node, Air was chosen for all domains. The speed of sound and 

the density was set as defined in “Global Definitions”.  

 

3.3.6 Physics 

Two different Physics was used. The different boundary conditions was chosen as 

follows 

Table 4: Physics model used for the case with liner 

Pressure Acoustics, 

Frequency Domain (acpr) 

Boundary Condition Where 

  

Sound Hard boundary (wall)1 Entire box except the outlet 

Plane wave radiation Inlet on top of the box and the outlet 

Interior Sound Hard Boundary Entire Cylinder 

Interior Impedance The two walls, depicting the liners 

Power point source, 

1.76*10^-7 W 

Concentric with inlet, 0.0285 m below inlet 
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Table 5: Physics model used for the case without liner 

Pressure Acoustics, 

Frequency Domain (acpr) 

Boundary Condition Where 

 

Sound Hard boundary (wall)1 

 

Entire box except the outlet 

Plane wave radiation Inlet on top of the box and the outlet 

Interior Sound Hard Boundary Entire Cylinder 

Power point source,  

1.76*10^-7 W  

Concentric with inlet, 0.0285 m below inlet 

 

Here there are a couple of things worth mentioning. First of all, the plane wave theory 

is only valid when the dimensions of the geometry are comparable with the 

wavelength. In this model the outlet is far too large for the plane wave theory to be 

valid. This boundary condition was chosen due to lack of better fitting boundary 

condition. Secondly, the liner is defined in the geometry by an infinitesimally thin wall 

(no thickness) where the impedance expression is implemented. This wall has to be at 

the same distance as defined in table 2, cavity dept. In this way it will be a lumped, 

locally reacting system. Thirdly, the source of sound was placed as in table 4 and 5. It 

was not exactly as in the real case, but since this is a comparison between the two 

cases this does not matter. The value of the sound power was chosen from a sound 

power level measurement from a real motor. The sound power level from the motor 

used in this study will probably differ.  

One variable that affects the sound attenuation in a honeycomb liner, which was not 

included in T. Elnadys expression, is the largest dimension of the honeycomb cells. 

The largest dimension should be much smaller than the wave length. As a rule of 

thumb it should be 1/3 or 1/4 of the wave length. In this case the largest dimension of 

the resulting honeycomb structure cells was approximately 47 % of the wave length. 

Under this node (pressure acoustics) the reference pressure and sound speed was set to 

20[µPa] and 343[m/s], respectively. All other constants (temperature, absolute 

pressure, density of air etc) were set under this node.  
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Table 6: User defined constants 

T (user defined) 293.15[K] Temperature 

PA 1[atm] Absolute pressure 

C (user defined) 343[m/s] Speed of sound 

Ρ (user defined) 1.21[Kg/m^3] Density of air 

  

3.3.7 Meshing 

The meshing configuration chosen was Physics-controlled mesh, size normal, where 

the elements were triangular and the maximum element size was 0.021 m and the 

minimum 0.00378 m. The maximum element growth rate was 1.5, resolution of 

curvature 0.6 and resolution of narrow regions 0.5. All of these settings were default.  

These settings result in the minimum number of elements/wave length is 2.31 and the 

maximum 12.84. The number of elements needed in order to get accurate results is 3 

per wavelength. 
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4 Measurements 

4.1 Insertion Loss 

Insertion loss (IL) is the difference between the sound pressure level (SPL) in the 

same point before and after insertion of the attenuating device (muffler, liner etc). In 

this thesis the measurement was made in a semi-anechoic room in the Electrolux 

laboratory. 

4.1.1 Equipment  

Table 7: Equipment used for the measurements 

Device Brand/ type Quantity  Serial nr Standard  

     

½ “ 

Microphones 

with pre-

amplifiers 

PCB 

Piezotronics 

378B02 

2 106685 

104779 

ISO 9001 

Sound Level 

Calibrator 

Bruel & Kjaer 

Type 4231 

1 2169896 ANSI S1.40-

1984 

And  

IEC942(1988) 

class 1 

Air pressure 

gauge 

SWEmaMan 1 ID-0610 - 

Transformator  1 - - 

Precision 

power analyzer 

Zimmer 

Electronic 

Systems 

LMG95 

1 401/0950  

- 

DC Motor Domel  

463.3.402-12 

1 2197692-

01 

- 

Porous material 

to isolate the 

test subject 

from the floor 

- 1*40 mm 

thick 

- - 

Inlet muffler From 

Electrolux 

central 

vacuum 

cleaners 

1 - - 
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PVC pipe From 

Electrolux 

central 

vacuum 

cleaners 

1 - - 

Rubber tube - 1 - - 

Extension Cord - 1 - - 

Microphone 

Cord 

- 2*10m   

PAK System 

hardware 

PAK Mobile 

MK  

1  - 

PAK System 

software 

Version 5.6 

Service pack 

8.0 

1  - 

Measuring tape - 1 - - 

Porous material  From 

Electrolux 

Ultra Silencer 

1* 20 mm 

(approx.) 

- - 
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4.1.2 Calibration 

The microphones were calibrated with the sound level calibrator listed above (Figure 

11). The calibrator itself was calibrated 120320 and did not need to be re-calibrated. 

 

Figure 11: Sound level calibrator (with information card) that was used to calibrate the free-

field microphones.   
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Figure 12: Calibration certificate for the microphone calibrator used for this experiment. 

 

4.1.3 Test object 

4.1.3.1 The box 

The test object was made of MDF (Medium Density Fibre) which is made of 

compressed wood fibre board. The fibre board was 19 mm thick and the inner 

dimensions of the “box” were 172*215*215 mm. All joints and boundaries were 

sealed off with rubber strips to reduce the leakage. In order to minimize the leakage, 

duct tape was used. The motor cover was screwed in to place in such order the motor 

inlet was concentric with the box inlet and the motor cover outlet was pointing in 

opposite direction of the box outlet. 

The liner was 9 mm thick so it decreased the flow area by 18 mm on the sides and 

9mm on the bottom. The motor cover is the one in Electrolux Ultra Silencer (Figure 

13) 
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Figure 13: The test subject with liners on the two walls and the bottom. 

 

4.1.3.2 The motor 

The motor is an AC motor from Domel. These motors are rather unstable and can 

vary in RPM. The tone used in the analytical model was 7066 Hz and the one from 

the real motor is at 7066.41 Hz 

 

4.1.3.3 The honeycomb liner 

The honeycomb liner used in this experiment was designed in Solid Edge ST4 and 

manufactured by the rapid prototyping company GT Prototyper with the SLS 

method. Figure 14-Figure 18 
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Figure 14: Honeycomb structure used for the walls with dimensions. These, together with 

the perforated plates, had to be modified in order to fit in the test subject walls. 

 

 

Figure 15: Perforated plate used in the liner on the walls with dimensions. 
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Figure 16: Honeycomb structure used on the bottom of the box 

 

 

Figure 17: Perforated plate used on the bottom. 
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Figure 18: The actual liner, upside down. 

 

4.1.4 Measurement setup 

The test object was placed on a porous material in order to isolate it from the floor. A 

PVC pipe was glued to the inlet (inserted into the box until it was flush with the inner 

surface of the MDF). A muffler was connected, at one end to the pipe glued to the box 

and on the other end to an identical PVC pipe. This pipe was connected to a rubber 

tube which led, through the wall, out of the room. This was done in order to lead the 

inlet noise out since the outlet noise is the one of interest (Figure 19) 

The cords connecting the motor to the extension cord, were led out of the box through 

a joint boundary. The extension cord was connected to a transformer in order to 

transform AC to DC and to be able to control the power supplied to the motor. A 

precision power analyzer was used to set the correct voltage, and thereby also the 

correct frequency.  
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Figure 19: Measurement setup. 

 

A coordinate system was set in order to measure the same points each time. Origo 

was set on the same plane as the box outlet (viewed in figure 11), in the centre, at the 

floor. 

 

Figure 20: Measurement coordinate system. Origin is in the centre of the ZY plane. 
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When placing the microphones each time, the positions were measured with a 

measuring tape from the origin to the centre of the microphone. The accuracy of the 

positioning is estimated to ±2mm. The aim was to always keep the microphones 

perpendicular to the ZY plane. The measurement point coordinates are listed in Table 

8. 

Table 8: Measurement positions. Coordinates as described above. 

Setup X [m] Y [m] Z [m] 

Setup2 mp1: 0.12 

mp2: 0.065 

mp1: 0.072  

mp2: 0.0 

mp1: 0.195  

mp2: 0.095 

Setup3 mp1: 0.12 

mp2: 0.065 

mp1: 0.05 

mp2: -0.09 

mp1: 0.26 

mp2: 0.025 

Setup4  mp1: 0.18 

mp2: 0.13 

mp1: 0.04 

mp2: -0.1 

mp1: 0.26 

mp2: 0.25 

Setup5  mp1: 0.18 

mp2: 0.13 

mp1: 0.105 

mp2: -0.095 

mp1: 0.17 

mp2: 0.13 

 

Since the microphone positions (in relation to the outlet) were not going to be the 

same for the cases with original outlet and vacuum cleaner outlet, two new setups (4 

and 5) were chosen (Table 8)  

 

4.1.5 Measurements 

There were 4 different measurement setups with 2 measurement points each. All 

together there were 46 different measurement cases. The main measurement was 

done with the test object identical to the one used in the analytical part. This was 

done in order to compare the analytical results with the experimental. Besides these, 

measurements were done with the real vacuum cleaner outlet. Since flow was not a 

part of the analytical calculations, these measurements were done to see how the real 

outlet affects the results. An increased pressure drop can be expected in this case.  

There were also measurements with the liner on the box “floor”, in order to investigate how additional 

investigate how additional liners would affect the sound propagation. Table 9, Table 10 and  
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Table 11 show the different cases tested. These measurements were done in the semi-

anechoic room.  

As earlier mentioned, the Domel AC motor is rather unstable and the rpm varies up 

to ± 30 Hz at the ninth harmonic overtone. The SPL also varies. Before the 

measurements were started, the motor was warmed up and the rpm was set as close to 

the frequency of interest as possible. The time series was saved and the measurement 

time was set to 120 s, the sampling rate was set to 48000 Hz and APS (Autopower 

spectrum) was chosen for processing data. Because of the variation of the frequency 

in time was rather large, the tone varied about 30-40 Hz an average autopower 

spectrum was calculated  

 

Table 9: Different measurement cases without any damping installed 

Without 

liner 

  Reason 

    

Original 

outlet 

Setup2 Setup3  

7066 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare with analytical 

results 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material 

affects the results, is there any 

synergy 

6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs in 

other frequencies. Compare the 

analytical results 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material 

affects the results, is there any 

synergy 

    

Vacuum 

cleaner 

outlet 

Setup 

4 

Setup 

5 

 

70661 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the expected 

pressure drop affects the sound 

propagation 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

This is closest to the real case 
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6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare with analytic results 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 
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Table 10: Different measurement cases with liner on two walls installed 

With liner on 

2 walls 

  Reason 

    

Original outlet Setup2 Setup3  

7066 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare with analytical 

results 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous 

material affects the results, is 

there any synergy 

6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs 

at other frequencies. Compare 

the analytical results 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous 

material affects the results, is 

there any synergy 

    

Vacuum 

cleaner outlet 

Setup 

4 

Setup 

5 

 

7066 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the expected 

pressure drop affects the 

sound propagation 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To compare to the “without 

liner” case 

6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare to the “without 

liner” case 

 With porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To compare to the “without 

liner” case 
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Table 11: Different measurement cases with liner on 2 walls and the bottom. This was done 

to see how additional liner will affect the SPL. 

With liner 

on 2 walls 

and the 

bottom 

  Reason 

    

Original 

outlet 

Setup2 Setup3  

7066 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare with analytical results 

and see how additional liner affects 

the result 

 With 

porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material 

affects the results, is there any 

synergy 

6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs in 

other frequencies. Compare the 

analytical results 

 With 

porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material 

affects the results, is there any 

synergy 

    

Vacuum 

cleaner 

outlet 

Set

up 

4 

Setup 

5 

 

7066 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To see how the expected pressure 

drop affects the sound propagation 

 With 

porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To compare to the “without liner”  

and “with liner on 2 walls” cases 

6829 Hz Without 

porous 

material 

Without 

porous 

material 

To compare to the “without liner”  

and “with liner on 2 walls” cases 

 With 

porous 

material 

With porous 

material 

To compare to the “without liner”  

and “with liner on 2 walls” cases 
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4.2 Sound Power 

Originally, only IL- measurements were planed, but since some of the results were 

ambiguous, additional Sound Power measurements were done. These were done in a 

reverberation room in Electrolux laboratory, in accordance with IEC60704-1, 

Comparison Method. 

4.2.1 Equipment 

Device Brand/Type Quantity Serial nr Meets 

requirements 

of Standard 

     

diffuse field 

microphones 
PCB 377B20  6 123951 

123950  
123316 
123936 
123947 
123904 

IEC 60704-1 

Preamplifier PCB 426E01 6 017928 
018115  
017924 
017926  
017925 
017927            

IEC 60704-1 

Calibration 

sound source 

Brüel & kjaer 1 1544303 ISO 6926 

Rubber tube              - 1 -            - 

Muffler From Electrolux 

Central vacuum 

cleaners 

1         -            - 

 

4.2.2 Calibration 

The microphones (the room) were calibrated according to IEC60704-1 with a 

Reference Sound Source, which is calibrated annually (last calibration March 8th, 

2012). 
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4.2.3 Test subject 

Since the liner was glued in place in the test subject during IL-measurements a new 

“box” had to be build. It was built with the same dimensions as the earlier one. This 

should not create any problems since all joint boundaries were sealed with duct tape.  

 

4.2.4 Measurement Setup 

The measurement equipment and environment was set up according to IEC60704-1 

(Figure 21) 

 

 

Figure 21: Measurement setup in reverberation room 
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4.2.5 Measurements 

There were totally 12 measurements made (Table 12) 

Table 12-14: Different measurement cases in the reverberation room. 

Without liner  Reason 

   

Original 

outlet 

  

7066 Hz Without porous 

material 

To compare with analytical results 

7066 Hz With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects the 

results, is there any synergy 

6829 Hz Without porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs in other 

frequencies. Compare the analytical results 

6829 Hz With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects the 

results, is there any synergy 

 

Table 13 

With liner on 

2 walls 

 Reason 

   

Original outlet   

7066 Hz Without porous 

material 

To compare with analytical results 

7066 Hz With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects the 

results, is there any synergy 

6829 Hz Without porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs at other 

frequencies. Compare the analytical results 

6829 Hz With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects the 

results, is there any synergy 
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Table 14 

With liner on 2 

walls and the 

bottom 

 Reason 

   

Original outlet   

7066 Hz Without porous 

material 

To compare with analytical results and 

see how additional liner affects the result 

 With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects 

the results, is there any synergy 

6829 Hz Without porous 

material 

To see how the liner performs in other 

frequencies. Compare the analytical 

results 

 With porous 

material 

To see how the porous material affects 

the results, is there any synergy? 
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5 Results 

5.1 COMSOL Multiphysics 

The analytical results were based on an average over the whole outlet, so directional 

dependency has not been considered. The SPL without liner was 53dB and with liner 

46 dB. This gives an IL of 7 dB at the frequency of interest marked green and blue in 

Error! Reference source not found.. From figure 15 it is allso visible that the liner 

in addition to the peaks, allso creates attenuation in the whole frequency range 6566-

7566. At 6816-6841 there is 7-9 dB attenuation.  

 

 

Graph 1: The attenuation between 6566-7566 Hz. 
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5.2 IL measurement results and conclusions 

The blade passing tone is at 7066.41 Hz which has a wave length of 48.5 mm. Due to 

the fact that the wave length is much smaller than the outlet, the plane wave theory is 

not valid here. The SPL will be very direction dependent so even small differences in 

the angle of incidence could give differences, of varying sizes, in SPL. 

In Graph 2 the SPL is 0.2 dB higher with the liner in mp1, but in mp2 it is 4 dB 

lower. The result in mp1 is not reliable for two reasons; a small change in angle of 

incidence could cause changes in amplitude of SPL of this size and the slightly higher 

SPL (with liner) in mp1 could be a result of too low accuracy in positioning of the 

microphones. Also the difference, 0.2 dB, is believed to be within the error margin, for the 

microphones. 

 

5.2.1 The liner affect on the Tone 

 

Graph 2: SPL (Sound Pressure Level) at 7066 Hz, setup2. In mp1 (measurement point 1) the 

SPL is 0.2 dB lower with liner, and in mp2 its 4 dB lower. 
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Graph 3: SPL (Sound Pressure Level) at 7066 Hz, setup2. The SPL is 3 dB lower with liner 

in mp1 and 5dB lower with liner in mp2. 

 

In Graph 3 it seems that the direction dependency is larger with liner than without. 

The difference in SPL between the measurement points is only 1 dB without liner, 

and 3 dB with. In all 4 measurement points, but one, the liner achieves between 3 and 

5 dB attenuation. 

The average attenuation achieved is 3 dB. If mp1 setup2 (Graph 2), is assumed to be 

incorrect and neglected, then the average attenuation (of 3 measurement points) 

becomes 4 dB. Compared to the analytical results, the attenuation is about 4 dB lower 

(3 if mp1 is neglected). The difference is believed to have several reasons. First of all 

the inaccuracy that arises each time the setup is changed. As earlier mentioned, the 

wave length of interest is small and the result can be rather direction dependant. The 

microphones are of free-field type, which are very direction sensitive. This in 

combination with the measurement method gives an uncertainty in the results.  

The SPL was averaged over the entire outlet in COMSOL. The average in the 

experimental part was with 4 measurement points. To have sufficient number of 

measurement points for approximation of the entire outlet would be too time-

consuming. 
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The model used here is a lumped system (either pressure or particle velocity is 

constant). In order for this model to be valid the dimensions of the structure, i.e. the 

cavities, orifice diameter and the plate thickness, have to be much smaller than the 

wave length in order to avoid resonances in the resonator (H. Bodén, 2001). As a rule 

of thumb, the dimensions of the structure should be 1/4 - 1/3 of the wave length. In 

this case the biggest dimension of the cavity “inlet” was 47 % of the wave length. 

This could also be a reason for the difference in experimental and analytical results. 

The expression of the impedance used does not take into account the diameter of the 

cavity, which should be small in comparison with the wavelength in a lumped 

system. 

As earlier mentioned the motor used is rather unstable in terms of rpm (change of 

rpm gives change of frequency) and SPL. In COMSOL the acoustic source was a 

perfect tone at 7066 Hz, and the liner impedance was a mach for this particular tone. 

Any deviation from this tone could result in a poor attenuation. 

Installation of the liner may have altered the systems properties and thereby the 

excited modes. This in turn, affects the propagation of the wave. So the directivity 

could be affected by installation of the liner. 

 

5.2.2 Liner with porous material 

In Electrolux Ultra Silencer, when the air flows out of the motor cover and into the 

“motor house” (the box in this case), the air hits a wall, located approximately 1 cm 

away from the motor cover outlet. In order to damp the air velocity and leading the 

air (decreasing turbulent flow), a porous material has been installed. The same was 

done in this case in order to investigate the effects of the same porous material when 

liner is used. 

This was not done analytically since the properties (fibre thickness, density etc) of 

this material are not known. When the case “no liner with porous material” and the 

case “with liner and porous material” are compared, the SPL has been damped about 

10 dB in mp1 and 13 dB mp2, in setup 2 (Graph 4) at 7066 Hz. 
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Graph 4: Setup2 at 7066 Hz. Here a porous material has been installed at the motor cover 

outlet. There is a 10 dB attenuation achieved at mp1 and 13 dB at mp2. 

 

The same was done with setup3 and the results are shown in Graph 5. 
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Graph 5: Setup3 at 7066 Hz. Here a porous material has been installed at the motor cover 

outlet. There is a 8 dB attenuation achieved at mp1 and 1 dB at mp2. 

Setup3 mp1 shows only 1 dB attenuation when porous material is installed, while 

mp2 setup3 shows an attenuation of 8 dB. If compared to the case “without porous 

material” the SPL in this point is higher with porous material. The porous material 

should in itself create some attenuation. It may be suspected that the reason for this 

small damping (mp1 setup3) is too low accuracy when positioning and directing the 

microphones. One issue that earlier was discussed is that the outlet is too large for the 

plane wave theory to be valid i.e. besides waves propagating perpendicular to the 

outlet, there could be more complicated modes and the sound pressure could vary 

along the cross-section of the outlet. In this case the average of the measurements is 

more important that individual measurements. The same goes for the sound 

propagation inside the motor cover and its outlet. The average damping for this case 

is 8 dB (10 if mp1 setup3 is neglected) 

This is a comparison between the cases with and without liner. The porous material 

installed in both cases so the attenuation that this material achieves is present during 

both cases. This means that there is a synergy effect when liner and the porous 

material is used together. 
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5.2.2.1 Standard deviation 

The standard deviation is a measure of variability; it shows the average deviation 

from the mean attenuation. A small standard deviation means a small spread. The 

standard deviation is defined as 

𝜎 = √
∑(𝑋𝑠−𝑚𝑠)2

𝑛
   (31) 

𝑋𝑠 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠_𝑡ℎ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 

𝑚𝑠 = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 

𝑛 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 

 

The standard deviations of the attenuation for the cases “without porous” and “with 

porous” are 

  𝜎 = √
(13.09)

4
=2 dB 

𝜎 = √
(80.41)

4
= 4dB 

So the average attenuation is 3±2 dB and 8 ± 4 dB respectively. The standard 

deviation is rather large in comparison to the attenuation in each case. 
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5.2.3 Porous compared to no porous 

In order to further investigate the synergy effect of liner and porous material, the 

amount of attenuation that the porous material achieves is investigated.  

 

Graph 6: Comparison between the cases With/without porous material, without liner, setup 

2. 5 dB in mp1 and 9 dB in mp2  
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Graph 7: Comparison between the cases With/without porous material, without liner, setup 

3. 14 dB in mp1 and 5 dB in mp2  

The average attenuation of all 4 measurement points is 8 dB. This is the same amount 

of attenuation achieved with liner and porous material installed. When comparing the 

graphs 6 and 7 with graphs 4 and 5 it is obvious that the absolute sound pressure 

levels are lower when liner and porous is used together. The average sound pressure 

level when the liner and porous material is installed is 70 dB while when only porous 

material is used the average sound pressure level is 78 dB. The average SPL without 

any porous material and liner is 86 dB.  

 

5.2.4 Ultra Silencer outlet 

The original outlet contains another kind of porous material and is assumed to create 

a high pressure drop. It is desirable to investigate whether or not this affects the liner 

properties and how it affects the sound propagation.  
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Figure 22: The vacuum cleaner outlet. The porous material is inside the red lid 
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Graph 8: From upper left to lower right: setup2 without liner original outlet, setup3 without 

liner original outlet, Setup4 vacuum cleaner outlet, setup5 vacuum cleaner outlet. The graph 

shows that the vacuum cleaner outlet gives higher reflection and adds absorbing material and 

the porous material in it works better at higher frequencies.  

 

The microphone positions in setup 4 and 5 are different from setup 2 and 3 so the 

SPLs cannot really be compared. But if the graphs for the cases “original outlet no 

liner” and “vacuum cleaner outlet no liner” are compared, it can be suspected that the 

vacuum cleaner outlet led to a SPL reduction, especially in the higher frequencies. 

This was expected since this outlet gives higher reflection and adds absorbing material. 

The absorptive material increased the damping at higher frequencies. 
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5.2.5 Other frequencies 

The analytical results suggested that the liner created attenuation not only at the 

frequency of interest, but also at other frequencies e.g. 6800-6850 (Graph 1). In order 

to verify these results, measurements were done at 6829 Hz (a different rotational 

speed). 9 and 10 shows the result without porous material 

 

Graph 9: Setup2 with and without liner at 6829 Hz. Mp1 gives over 6 dB attenuation and 

mp2 gives about 9 dB amplification 
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Graph 10: Setup3 with and without liner at 6829. Note the similarities in the curves. It 

seems there is a shift in frequency and SPL 

 

In 9 the two measurement points without liner suggests very low direction 

dependence, whereas the same two points with liner shows the opposite. It is possible 

that different modes were excited when liner was installed and therefore the 

directivity changed. 

If only the SPL (Graph 10) at 6829 is observed it suggests that the liner resulted in 6-

10 dB attenuation. But upon closer inspection it seems there is a shift in frequency 

and SPL. This is probably due to the instability of the motor. This gives a great deal 

of uncertainty in the analysis of the results. To compensate for the variation of 

rotational speed of the motor, the root mean square (RMS) of the sound pressure 

level is investigated (Graph 11) 
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Graph 11: Sum of the root mean square of the sound pressure level between 6750 – 6900 

Hz. Setup 3, no porous material installed. 

The of the sum of the RMS of the sound pressure level between 6750-6900 results in 

1 dB amplification, in average, for setup 3 (Graph 11). 

According to the analytical results the liner should give good attenuation in this 

frequency. The convective effects and the effect of mean flow have been neglected 

since it is believed to have small effect on the sound propagation due to the small 

Mach number. But here, the difference in analytical and experimental results could 

be due to these effects. These effects could have caused the predicted frequency peak 

to be off. 
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Graph 12: Setup2 with and without liner at 6829. Porous material installed.  
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Graph 13: Setup3 with and without liner at 6829. Porous material installed. 

In Graph 12Graph 13 there seems to be a shift in SPL/frequency, as in 10 and the 

results are ambiguous. In some cases attenuation is achieved in some amplification. 

In comparison with 7066.41 Hz, the results are more scattered. The motor seems 

more unstable at this frequency than it was at 7066.41. The sum of the root mean 

square of the sound pressure level has been investigated also for graph 12 and 13 

(Graph 14 and Graph 15) 
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Graph 14: The sum of the root mean square of the sound pressure level for 6750 – 6900 Hz, 

setup 2 with porous material. 
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Graph 15: The sum of the root mean square of the sound pressure level for 6750 – 6900 Hz, 

setup 2 with porous material 

 When porous material is used, the sum of the RMS of the sound pressure level 

results in 4 dB amplification, in average, for setup 2 and 3. This result contradicts the 

results obtained in the analytical part.  

Since the results are so ambiguous the standard deviation will not give any 

clarification of any kind, so it is not calculated for this case.  

 

5.2.6 Effect of more liner surface 

In order to investigate how more liner surface affects the attenuation, measurements 

were made with additional liner installed on the bottom of the box. The area covered 

with liner was approximately (0.212*0.165) + (0.213*0.163) mm for the walls and 

the covered area on the bottom was (0.215-.009-0.009)*(0.210) mm. Installation of 

the liner on the bottom resulted in 59% more area covered with liner. 
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Graph 16: The cases “no liner”, “liner on the (two) walls” and liner on the (two) walls and 

bottom for setup2 
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Graph 17: The cases “no liner”, “liner on the (two) walls” and liner on the (two) walls and 

bottom for setup3 

Graph 16shows the cases “no liner”, “liner on the walls” and “liner on the walls and 

bottom” for setup2 and Graph 17 shows the same for setup3. Although the average 

SPL in each setup and the total SPL for both setups indicates that the more liner used 

the more attenuation achieved, the fact that the SPL is lower without liner for some 

measurement points cannot be neglected. The amplification could have the same 

reasons as before; the sound is directional in combination with microphone 

positioning error, and the instability of the motor. It could also be, as earlier 

mentioned, due to the fact that the plane wave theory is not valid here and other, 

more complicated, modes could occur. 

Average attenuation of setup2 and setup3 is 2 dB compared to the average 

attenuation when liner is installed only on the walls. This is a gain of approximately 

67  % more attenuation with 59 % more area covered with liner. 
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The synergy effect of porous materials was investigated also in this case              

(Graph 18Graph 19) 

 

Graph 18: The cases “no liner”, “liner on the walls” and “liner on the walls and bottom” for 

setup2 and porous material installed 
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Graph 19: The cases “no liner”, “liner on the walls” and “liner on the walls and bottom” for 

setup2 and porous material installed 

 In measurement points of setup2 there is amplification in both points (“liner on the walls and 

bottom” compared to “liner on the walls”). Since measurement points of setup3 yields good 

attenuation, the average attenuation of these points is 3 dB. Also here the porous material and 

the liner have a synergy effect on the average damping 

 

5.2.6.1 Standard deviation 

The standard deviations for the case “liner on walls and bottom”, without and with 

porous material installed, are  

   𝜎 = √
44.99

4
≈ 3.4  

and   

   𝜎 = √
63.27

4
≈ 4 

This means that the damping is 2 ± 3 dB and 3 ± 4 dB. These deviations are large in 

comparison to the average attenuation. This could indicate that beside plane waves 

also transverse modes could exist.  
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5.3 Sound power measurements results and discussion  

In previous section it was proven that the liner achieved rather good attenuation in 

some measurement points, and not so good in other points. This suggests that the 

sound propagation is rather direction dependant. The standard deviation shows that 

the results are too scattered to confidently conclude that attenuation is achieved.  

In a reverberation room, the sound field is diffuse and the sound wave propagates, in 

theory, equally in all directions. This means that the direction dependency is 

suppressed. Sound power measurements were made in the reverberation room in 

order to investigate the sound power of the source regardless of direction.  

The method used is the “Comparison method” in which the radiated sound pressure 

level of the source under test is compared to that of a standard sound source, of 

which the radiated sound power is precisely calibrated at exactly the same 

environmental condition as the test. The difference of sound power levels in that case 

should be the same as the difference of the sound pressure levels measured (Feng, 

2008). 

The measurements were carried out in Electrolux laboratory in accordance to 

IEC60704-1. 

 

 

Graph 20: Sound power Levels 1/3 octave. The liner creates amplification in the frequency 

range of interest (6300 and 8000 band). Note the attenuation in the range 2000-6300 Hz 
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Graph 20 shows that the liner causes amplification in the 6300 Hz band and 8000 Hz 

band. The frequency of interest is in between these bands. In the region of 2000-6000 

Hz the liner creates approximately 2-6 dB attenuation depending on how much liner 

is used.  

A reason for this amplification could be the instability of the motor. Tuning the 

motor to this frequency is rather difficult since the tone varies, both in frequency 

(unstable rpm) and in sound power. So the amplification may be caused by higher 

emitting of sound power. 

Graph 21 shows the sound power level for the three cases “no liner”, liner on the 

walls” and “liner on the walls and bottom”, all with porous material installed. 

 

Graph 21: Sound power Levels 1/3 octave with porous material. Also here the liner creates 

amplification in the frequency range of interest (6300 and 8000 band). Note the attenuation 

in the range 2000-6300 Hz 

There is amplification also in this case. The measurements in the reverberation room could 

not verify the attenuation in the IL measurements. 

Graph 22 shows the time data recordings of the motor. Here the instability in terms of 

frequency is very obvious. The aim was to place the ninth harmonic overtone at 7066 

Hz. There is also a variation in terms of sound pressure, but these can’t be seen in the 

graph. Comparison between the cases shows that the motor has not worked in a 

similar way during the 3 measurements 
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Graph 22: Variation of the ninth harmonic overtone in terms of frequency in the 

reverberation room, average of 6 microphones. The aim was for the motor to run at 785 rpm 

(9th overtone at 7066Hz). The three cases “with liner on walls and bottom”, “with liner on 

walls” and “without liner” 

 

The standard deviation in terms of SPL (for the tone 7066 Hz) has been calculated 

for the case “liner on walls and bottom” from 480 different points in time (every 0.25 

s). The result was 17 dB so the SPL varies quite a lot. The reason for the 

amplification could be different SPL levels during different measurements. The 

motor could be affected by a back pressure, which could cause the motor to vary both 

in frequency (speed), emitted sound power and character. 

There have been no certification tests done on the reverberation room in the 

Electrolux laboratory, so there is an uncertainty associated with whether this 

reverberation meets the requirements for sound power measurements according to the 

current standards 
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6 Conclusions 

IL-measurements showed that the liner did achieve attenuation in 11 out of 16 

measurement points. In all of the cases where the liner caused amplification it was 

very small (0.2 dB, 0.3 dB, 0.5 dB, 2.3 dB and 2.5 dB). All cases resulted in 

attenuation, on average. The amplification could have several reasons. First of all the 

motor was very unstable. The 9th harmonic overtone was 7066 Hz but could vary 

between approximately 7030 to 7090 Hz (Graph 22). The standard deviation of the 

SPL from the motor was calculated from 480 (2 min, one every 0.25 s) discrete 

points in time. The standard deviation was17 dB. This could explain the 

amplifications, both in IL and sound power measurements. 

A point where good attenuation was achieved with liner on the walls resulted in 

amplification when additional liner was installed (Graph 18). This may be caused by 

alteration of modes that are exited, and there-by changing the direction dependence 

of the propagating sound wave. There could exist transverse modes which could 

affect the SPL locally and thus result in amplification in certain measurement points.  

The microphones used where of free-field type. These are very direction-sensitive. 

When positioning the microphones the intention was to always place them 

perpendicular to the outlet. Small differences in positioning could easily cause 

differences in amplitude of SPL of this size (0-1 dB). Also the smallest differences in 

SPL, 0.2-0.5 dB, are within the error margin of the microphones.   
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7 Recommendations for future research 

The recommendations for future research are divided in two categories. The first 

category is related to the uncertainties in this investigation. Due to instability of the 

motor and to verify the liners ability to attenuate the tone, a speaker could be used so 

that the correct tone could be investigated and so that the radiated SPL is the same at 

all times. With a speaker, there is no flow, so it is possible to investigate the theory 

that due to low Mach number, the viscous effects and the effects of mean flow can be 

neglected.  

The motor power usage could be monitored to understand whether installation of 

liner affects the motor output characteristics. 

Since there were reasons to believe that the installation of the liner changed the 

modes exited and there by the directivity of the propagating waves, a modal analysis 

could be done in order to verify if this is the case or not. 

The second category of recommendations is related to improve the liner/attenuation 

by using micro perforated face sheet, instead of “normal” perforated. Micro 

perforated sheets could also be used as flow guidance.  
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9 Appendix A 

Matlab code used to get the optimum variables (dimensions) of the liner 
%s=input('Porosity'); 
s=0.329; 
%f=input('Frequency [Hz]'); 
f=0:100:10000% [Hz]  
%Cd=input('Discharge coefficient');  
Cd=0.8; 
%t=input('Thickness [m]'); 
t=0.002; 
%d=input('Hole diameter [m]'); 
d=0.012; 
%h=input('Length of cavity [m]'); 
h=0.007; 
Mg=0.0;   %0 m/s inget flöde, för comsol 
%Mg=0.0175;     %6 m/s 
c=343; 
k=2*pi*f/c; 
%U=input('Particle velocity (rms) [m/s]'); 
U=0; 
K=sqrt(-j*2*pi*f/1.5e-5); 
F=1-4*besselj(1,K*d/2)./besselj(0,K*d/2)./K/d; 
Fp=1-

4*besselj(1,K*d/2/sqrt(2.179))./besselj(0,K*d/2/sqrt(2.179))./K/d*sqrt(2.17

9); 
fint=1-1.47*sqrt(s)+0.47*sqrt(s^3); 
dre=0.2*d+200*d^2+16000*d^3; 
%ReZ=real(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd*(1/Fp+dre*fint/F))+(1-

s^2)/s^2/Cd^2/2/343*U+1/s*(1-2*beselj(1,2*pi*f/343*d)/2/pi/f/d*343) 
%BE=(1-s^2)/s^2/Cd^2/2/343; 
AE=real(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd.*(t./Fp+dre*fint./F))+1/s*(1-

2*besselj(1,2*pi*f/343*d)/2/pi./f/d*343); 
% A1=j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd./Fp; 
% A2=j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd./F; 
% A3=real(A1*t+dre*fint*A2); 
%ImZ=imag(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd*(1/Fp+0.5*d*fint/F))+(1-s^2)/s^2/Cd^2/2/343*U/3 
%DE=-(1-s^2)/s^2/Cd^2/2/343/3; 
CE=imag(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd.*(t./Fp+0.5*d*fint./F)); 
% C1=imag(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd*t./Fp); 
% C2=imag(j*2*pi*f/343/s/Cd*0.5*d*fint./F); 

  
% K=sqrt(-j*2*pi*f/1.5e-5/4); 
% F=1-4*besselj(1,K*d/2)./besselj(0,K*d/2)./K/d; 
% ZL=j*2*pi*f*1.23*t./F/1.23/343/s; 
% RZL=32*1.5e-5*t/s/343/d^2.*(sqrt(1+(K*d/2/sqrt(-

j)).^2+sqrt(2)*K*d^2/2/sqrt(-j)/4/t)); 
% IZL=2*pi*f/s/343*t.*(1+1./sqrt(9+K*d/sqrt(-j)/4)+0.85*t/d); 
% BM=1/s^2/343; 

  
ReZ=AE+0.5*Mg/s; 
ImZ=CE-cot(k*h)-0.3*Mg/s; 
figure (1) 
%axis [0 500 7500] 
plot(f,ImZ,f,ReZ) 
xlabel('f [Hz]') 
ylabel('Normalised liner impedance') 
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